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POLYGON DAO Light Assessment by WACEO AISBL - WACEO AISBL is a non-profit

organization with a mission to provide regulatory clarity to blockchain-based projects.

Such projects include DAOs, NFTs, DeFi, and other blockchain implementations. Notably,

WACEO delivers expert legal advice, assessment services, and business consultation

services. The organization also offers legal representation to entity-less projects. When

working with a DAO, our first course of action is to conduct light assessments on its

existing structure. These assessments enable us to identify and highlight the risks and

liabilities associated with the DAO.
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This report highlights the results of a light assessment conducted on Polygon DAO. In this

report, we analyze the DAO’s legal and regulatory risks based on competition law, data

protection and the MiCa.

DAO PROFILE

Polygon is an Ethereum scaling suite. This platform established its DAO to promote

interoperability of Ethereum-based DeFi. Currently, users utilize it for faster and cheaper

transactions compared to what Ethereum offers. The Polygon DAO aims to bring various

DeFi services and platforms together. Hence, they seek to foster collaboration and

discussions between organizations on the blockchain. The goal of Polygon core

developers is to create a common technological architecture. This is to enable developers

and users of various crypto projects to interact with one other. Also, to enable them share

their opinions on the developments in the DeFi industry.

Similarly, Polygon DAO wants to foster vertical cooperation among DeFi platforms, crypto

wallets and exchange institutions. Notably, popular platforms like Sushiswap, Quickswap,

Curve, Aave, Balancer, and Kyber are already successfully using Polygon’s services. This

shows that Polygon has a good chance to attract other (smaller) DeFi players and its 100

million users to its ecosystem.

However, the legal status of this DAO under EU law is highly ambiguous. Therefore, this

assessment provides legal and regulatory coverage of Polygon. The legal and regulatory

risks issues covered include the General Data Protection Regulation, Competition Law,

Corporate Governance Law, and Markets in Crypto-Assets Regulation Proposal.
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RISKS AND REGULATORY ISSUES IDENTIFIED.

Data Protection Law.

Polygon DAO provides its cryptocurrency service on the EU territory via stable

arrangements. This makes it subject to the GDPR. The GDPR applies only to the

processing of personal data. Personal data certainly includes information on individuals'

professional activities, which is data processed by Polygon DAO.

Both natural persons and companies use the Polygon DAO network. However,

corporations' data are not considered personal data. Hence, corporations’ data on the

Polygon DAO ledger are not subject to the GDPR. In Polygon DAO, users' real identities are

unknown and hidden behind pseudonymous wallets. However, there is still a possibility of

tracking a person behind a Polygon DAO account either via the IP address or private key.

As a result, GDPR applies to Polygon DAO every time it comes to processing of personal

data of the individuals.

Noteworthy, Polygon DAO is not fully compliant with the protection of the processing of

personal data regime established by the GDPR. Specifically, there are legal and regulatory

risks with regard to the accuracy principle and storage limitation principle enshrined in

Articles 5(d) and 5(e). Being based on blockchain, the transaction history of Polygon’s

users cannot be altered or deleted from its network. This contradicts the data subject’s

right to be forgotten.

Competition Law.

Competition law is concerned with activities of undertaking(s) in a given market. In that

respect, Polygon DAO has three main legal and regulatory risks issues to be tackled.

Firstly, there are concerns about the concept of undertaking itself. The conception of an
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undertaking in modern competition law relies on the theory of the firm developed by

Coase. This theory implies that an entity has a top-down organizational structure.

However, such a view is clearly inconsistent with the decentralized nature of DAOs. At the

same time, DAOs, especially influential ones such as Polygon, occupy a predominant

place in the EU Internal Market. Hence, the European Commission would be interested in

applying Articles 101 (collusive practices) and 102 TFEU (abuse of dominant position) to

their practices.

The second key concern regarding competition law in the case of Polygon DAO is

primarily related to liability. That is, who is liable for anti-competitive activity conducted

by the DAO? The manner Polygon DAO implements changes to its protocol is based on

voting. Hence, there is no Board of Directors to be held responsible for competition law

breach as would be the case in traditional companies. As such, Polygon DAO participants

suffer legal and regulatory risks of being held liable as the entire network. A possible

solution would be to hold accountable only those users who took part in the voting

process that led to an anti-competitive practice. This, however, is still problematic, as the

identities of the users are pseudonymous. Additionally, the other question would be how

the fine will be taken from the Polygon DAO and in which currency. This DAO does not

have a bank account, and the European Commission would not accept the payment in the

form of crypto-assets.

The third issue around EU competition law is that Polygon DAO plans to bring together

different DeFi platforms to make collective decisions regarding industry development. If

the Commission considers Polygon DAO an undertaking under EU competition law, then

the DAO risks being held liable for collusive practice under Article 101�1� TFEU.

Specifically, the analysis might look as follows. First, the arrangement between Polygon

DAO and its members would be qualified as an agreement under EU competition law.
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Second, this agreement might be seen either by its object or effect as restricting

competition in the DeFi market. In Polygon’s case, it is more likely to be a restriction by

effect. As the combined market share of all the alleged Polygon DAO DeFi platforms

participants has a potential to be higher than 10%, it would not fall within the horizontal

agreement exception. Similarly, the combined market share of the participating exchange

services and other blockchain institutions would possibly be above 15%, thus rendering

vertical exemptions inapplicable.

Currently, block exemptions might be applicable to this practice, such as the Commission

Regulation �EU� No 1217/2010 on the Research and Development exemption.

Nevertheless, this legal instrument may not apply if the Polygon DAO practice is qualified

as a hardcore restriction under Article 5 of the above-mentioned Commission Regulation.

Lastly, the exemptions specified in Article 101�3� TFEU can apply to Polygon DAO.

However, it will be challenging for Polygon DAO to satisfy the requirements of this

provision. Thus, Polygon DAO and its members risk being held liable for the collusive

practice. It can even be argued that an arrangement promoted by the Polygon DAO can

be classified as a cartel, with Polygon DAO acting as its facilitator.

Markets In Crypto-Assets Regulation.

The Markets in Crypto-assets Regulation is still in the form of a proposal. Nevertheless, it

is interesting to see how this document, if adopted, will apply to Polygon DAO. The basic

rules are laid down by Article 4 of the Regulation.

To offer crypto-assets to the public on EU territory, Polygon DAO must comply with the

following points. It should first be a legal entity, which Polygon arguably is. It has to draft a

white paper, which it did. Polygon DAO would also have to register its branch in the EU

and notify the country it registered right after the Regulation comes into force.

Nonetheless, it is unclear how the registration would be conducted for a DAO such as
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Polygon. Additionally, Polygon DAO would have to comply with the requirements of Article

13 of the Regulation, which are concerned with so-called good faith and fair dealing.

Corporate Governance Law.

It should be noted that there is no pan-European corporate governance legal framework.

Hence, the exact legal framework that applies will largely depend on Polygon’s country of

registration.

However, here are some common issues Polygon is likely to encounter:

First, Polygon DAO does not fit in the conventional notion of a firm. That is, it has no

top-down control and no Board of Directors. In essence, Polygon DAO does not fall within

the scope of conventional corporate law in the first place. By contrast, it would arguably

be qualified as a general partnership with no corporate form. This implies that every

member will be fully liable for all the actions of the DAO.

Secondly, to be registered in an EU Member State as a corporation, Polygon DAO must

have a specific amount of fully subscribed minimum capital. Therefore, Polygon DAO

would need to have capital composed of fiat money rather than crypto coins. If Polygon

fails to have the necessary amount required by an EU Member State currency, registration

may be impossible.

Lastly, a point to be made is that some EU Member States have limitations with regard to

the number of stakeholders a corporation can have. This would go against the very

essence of Polygon DAO, which seeks to have as many participants as possible to

increase the value of its network.

Applicable Law.

The applicable law to all of these issues will be the one of the EU and its Member States,

as the Polygon DAO is operating on its territory. Which laws will be applicable first will
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depend on the degree of harmonization in the legal field in question, an EU Member State

where Polygon DAO will be registered in the EU, and the case-by-case assessment of

problems.

BOTTOM LINE.

When joining a DAO, the members should not only be aware of the technical but also the

legal and regulatory risks. DAOs must organize to develop and implement compliance

roadmaps to achieve sustainable growth in line with legal and regulatory frameworks. The

various regulatory challenges of DAOs and the current legislations regarding their status

make the navigation of the regulatory landscape for DAOs tricky.

This is why WACEO AISBL aims to build a trusted ecosystem of DAOs and competent

service providers. This would allow compliance-seeking DAOs to interact with Service

Providers to support them with the dynamic legal and regulatory risks and challenges.

These light assessments will provide DAOs with the necessary insights they may require

to mitigate their legal and regulatory risks or liabilities effectively. With these

assessments, DAOs gain an incredible edge in their navigation of an uncertain regulatory

landscape.

�Disclaimer: The information for this assessment-coverage was sourced from public sources. The assessment should not be
construed as investment or legal advice. June 2021�
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